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Abstract- In this paper we propose a new model of deep neural
network to build in deeper network. The convoluational neural
network is one of the leading Image classification problem. The
vanishing gradient problem requires us to use small learning rate
with gradient descent which needs many small steps to converge
and its take long time to proceed . By using GPU we can process
more than one dataset (CIFAR-100) in a particular session. To
overcome vanishing gradient problem by using the prune cascade
correlation neural network learning algorithm compared to the
deep cascade learning in CNN architecture. We improve the filter
size, to reduce to the problem by training algorithm that trains in
the network from bottom to top approach and its performing
attain the task for better image classification in Google Net. We
reduce the time complexity (training time ), storage capacity can
be used pre training algorithm.
Index Terms: Deep Learning, Vanishing gradient, GoogleNet,
CNN, Image classification.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Neural Network(ANN) have achieved the
performance across a wide range of application are
computer vision, natural language processing, speech
recognition[15][18][20]. The field of machine learning
comes from artificial neural network. Artificial neural
network is a collection of multiple hidden layer has a
powerful feature learning ability. The artificial neural
network are based on non-linear activation function
approximation which make them suitable for most of the
application[16]. The major difference between a artificial
neural network and convolutional neural network is that
only in the lasts of fully connected layer but in artificial
neural network each neuron is connected to every other
neuron. Artificial neural network is not suitable for image
because the network leads to over fitting quickly due to the
size of the images. The convolutional neural network are
commonly used in the field of image processing and pattern
recognition. The
cascade correlation neural network
architecture with supervised learning implemented in
resilient back propagation algorithm to train the data[21].
Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) is one of the image
classification architectures for hierarchical feature
extraction. Deep convolutional neural network become
more complex consisting of more layers size etc.

To build deep layer network in during training method the
network fall appalling of an issues known as vanishing
gradient problem[4,8] in our novel approach to handle the
gradient weight using training algorithm that trains the
network from bottom to top layers incrementally with
pruned cascade correlation algorithm.
This pruned cascade correlation developed by Scott
Fahlman[22] proposed the pruned cascade neural network
architecture as an approach used learning algorithm like
back propagation, quick propagation or Rprop. It is an
constructive learning rule , starts with single layer consist
only of an input and an output layer. Cascade correlation is a
supervised learning architecture which build near minimal
multi layer topology as an approach to sequentially train
perceptron and connect this output to perform single
classification[15,17]. In our proposed method using an same
computation with different cascade algorithm to develop
deep cascade layer by pruned cascade correlation neural
network. This algorithm reduces the memory and time
requirements .Convolutionalneural network are very flexible
because they are trained as feature extractor and not only a
classification devices[13]. Now , CNN are increased layer
by layer. GoogleNet architecture contain 22 layers in
comparison to VGG which held a 19 layer also made a
approach called inception module shown in
Fig 1. In a
single layer multiple types of feature extractors or present .
The network perform better as the network training itself has
many option to choose from when solving the task,
GoogleNet train faster than VGG[5,6].VGG model can have
greater than 500 MB, GoogleNet has a size of only 96 MB.

Fig 1. Inception module
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II.

RELATED WORK

Stefano Squartini(2016) etal[24] to solve the
vanishing gradient problem in recurrent neural network.
Preprocessing are done by discrete wavelet transformation.
Two problems are identified latching problem ,long term
memory in series prediction
and develop new approach
called
RMN.
Stefano
Squartini(2003)etal[25]
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compare the performance of different recurrent neural
network again define a latching problem and to introduce a
three architecture to overcome the latching problem ,fully
recurrent neural network, recurrent multiscale network, echo
state network. MoiHoon Yapetal[19] developed the deep
learning approaches to lesion detection on CNN. Three
different methods are used in patch based Lenet, Unet,
transfer learning approach with a preprocessed FCNAlexnet with compare the four algorithm and improved by
the deep learning network to evaluate the performance of
computer aided detection frame work.Yasuwri Ishii etal[26]
proposed a deep learning in heterogeneous network with
multiple size of filters, filters size are vary from one another
and applying zero-padding techniques. Hsin –
keriHuang(2016) etal[9] developed a mixture of deep CNN
based ensemble model for image classification used in
Alexnet and NIN ECNN combines two different
architecture.Dharmalingam (2015) etal [15] was solve
double dummy bridge problem in gamming theory to neural
network to solve the bridge problem on cascade correlation
neural network and Elman neural network with work point
count system in Rpropagation, cascade correlation is an
superior of ENN method. Both methods are produce the
better result[16][17][20]. Scott Fahlman(1990) etal[22] is a
supervised learning architecture which built a minimal
multilayer topology, combines two ideas (i.e) cascade
architecture , learning algorithm. It starts with minimal
network consisting only of an input and output layer both
are fully connected. The small architecture to built
automatically and built deep network without back
propagation. Learning take place from an ordinary learning
algorithm to avoid the residual error and learns quickly.
Alex Krizhevsky(2012)etal[1] to classify 1.2 million images
in the ImagenetLSVRC into 1000 different classes. Neural
network contain 60 million parameter, 6,50,000 neuron
consist of eight learned layer, five convolutional and three
fully connected layers with softmax to reduce the overfitting
multi-GPU and local response normalization ,overlapping,
data augementation , dropout[14].YadingYuanetal[28]
develop a deep convolutional neural network that is trained
end to end learning. Novel approach was loss function based
on jacard distance to eliminate need of using entropy as the
loss
function
for
image
segmentation.
Fully
convolutionalnetwork to map an RGB input contain 19
layers with 290, 129 trainable parameter and use ReLu with
deconvolutional layer. Fully convolutional network model to
convert image segmentation into a pixel wise classification
problem, improve the efficiency of network training while
reducing the overfitting. Adam optimization method used to
reduce the overfitting.
Alex Krizhevsky (2010)etal[2]is
dealing with edge pixels with CNN to reduce the overfitting
on CIFAR-10 dataset. CNN is a modification of the basic
architecture of Alexnet.ZejiaZheng based on the
combination of CNN and hand crafted color histogram
feature extractor. It minimize the number of lower level
kernel in a convolutionallayerby dividing color information
from real image. Sameer Khan(2017) etal[23] proposed
evaluate the three milestone architecture is Lenet,Alexnet
and GoogleNet and proposed CNN architecture for
classifying medical anatomy images. These models overfit
due to the number of layers and hyper parameter used in
these architecture has been layer set of natural image and
produce better result of image classification. Enrique S.
Marqueze(2018) etal[7] developed by cascade correlation
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approach in vanishing gradient problem by proposing
training algorithm , that trains the network from the bottom
to top layer incrementally. In this proposed system develop
two methods are End to End learning and Deep cascade
learning on CIFAR-10 & 100 dataset with VGG (Visual
Geometry Group)network and all fully connected layer . It
reduce the vanishing gradient problem to layer filter to
change the initial setting[25]. This algorithm reduce the
memory and time requirement ,if training compared with the
traditional end to end backpropagation ,solves the 10 and
100 class problem and attain the best accuracy.Zhezhi
He(2018) etal[29] is achievedgreat success in many
artificial intelligence application ,proposed statistically
weight scaling and residual expansion methods to convert
the entire network weight parameter to ternary format with
objective to greatly reduce model size, computation cost,
accuracy on CIFAR-10 and Imagenet.
III.

PRUNED CASCADE NEURAL NETWORK

Deep pruned cascade neural network algorithm is
the computational advantages of training layer wise manner.
It is used to minimize the expected test set error , instead of
actual training error . It tries to determine the optimal
number of hidden units and to remove unneeded weights
after a new hidden unit is installed, stop learning is used to
applied to digest away unneeded weights[26] in algorithm 1.
A.PRUNED
CASCADE
ALGORITHM

NEURAL

NETWORK

Algorithm 1: pseudo code of pruned cascade correlation
learning algorithm derived from cascade correlation learning
algorithm [7,11,20, 27].
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The pruned cascade neural network algorithm
splits the network into the layers and trains each layer one
by one until all the layer in the input architecture have been
trained. To reduce the vanishing gradient problem by
network to learn feature correlated with output on each and
every layer[8]. This algorithm takes the input from the
cascade learning and computed by the layer by layer to
update the weight by gradient descent. The training follows
bottom to top layer are trained by CNN the layer 1 output
value is passing through next layers as inputs and so on. In
our proposed algorithm can satisfied by cascade learning
algorithm and introduced the (hidden layer/neuron),
is
passing an input to train the connection of layers and
compute the selection criterion, determine optimal number
of hidden layer to remove unwanted weights after hidden
units install , a set each weights of the last inserted unit to
zero and compute . The selection criterion a
, if it is >1 then compute before inserting the new hidden
unit[7].

into the maxpool set as filter is concatenate with early layer
and finally connected as dense layer or fully connected layer
with softmax produce an final classification of image. In this
level of training the network with mean while window , the
filter weight are randomly initialized by non linear and
biases are set to 0.0. The learning rate is 0.001. Training
32*32 image is randomly accepted from full image is used ,
no other data augmentation such as scale jittering is
used[23,28]. A network goes deeper problem such as
vanishing gradient may become more which make it more
difficult to tune the parameter of the earlier layer. The
dataset are reduce the over fitting. The training weight are
update from output layer to input layer. The random weight
is used to decrease the vanishing gradient problem.

B.TIME COMPLEXITY
The time complexity of the convolutional neural
network layer is
(1)

Fig.2. Architecture of the proposed GoogleNet.

Here is the index of a convolutionalal layer the last layer
index, is the number of filters, s is the spatial size of the
filter (input), is the spatial size of output.
is also
known as the number of input channel of the lth layer,
represent the number of training iteration for the
layer.
In prune cascade algorithms inherits from deep cascade
learning, so we have directly implement an same equation
1[7]. There is no modification done in that equation because
in existing system used in VGGNet[7] and proposed system
implement in GoogleNet, compare the time complexity of
both system in CNN. The time complexity applies to both
training and testing with different scale. The training time
image and testing image are processed by both forward and
backward propagation in convolutionalal layers.
IV.

IV.EXPERIMENTS

A. DATASET
We are used unbalanced dataset isCIFAR-100.
The CIFAR -100 dataset contain 60000, 32*32 color image
in three sets of 45,000 images for training , 5,000 images
for validation and 10,000 images for testing.
B.GOOGLENET
GoogleNet is the flexible deep learning architecture
consisting of the early layer, middle layer,final layer[3]. In
our proposed system to developed by GoogleNet show in
Fig2. , image are split into 32*32 patches. The input patches
are processed by convolutional layer set as kernel size of
filter are 1*1, 3*3 and 5*5 as like the middle layer is formed
by repetitive structure called inception layer values passed
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C.EXPERIMENT RESULT
These experiments performed on CIFAR-100
dataset to evaluate and compare learning capabilities from
vanishing gradient problem . First the learning pattern of
pruned cascade learning differ from the cascade learning.
Building block are train the complex value network such as
patch size and weight initialization. The pruned cascade
learning algorithm follows the back propagation passing
output value to next layer as input. The existence of shorter
pathway help gradient back propagation during training
multipath is also used in but the extra objective function are
used in hidden layer to difficult in train deep network[12].
The result of our proposed method attained better
performance than existing system show in Table
I.Convolutional neural network models at constrained time
cost during both training and testing stages investigation
involve the depth, width. Filter size and strides of the
architecture because the time cost constraint differences the
architecture [10,11].
Table I. comparison on accuracy in GoogleNet and
VGG.
LAYERS

1

2

3

4

5

6

GoogleNet

0.3

0.37

0.48

0.53

0.57

0.6

VGG

0.35

0.39

0.5

0.5

0.53

0.59
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The space complexity and memory usage of a
network consider batches of data used for the training, so the
amount of data at every layer is product by the patch size.
All the experiments are run on single CPU or GPU. The
input images 32*32 and output block consisting fully
connected layer size of parameter like 64,128,256,512
convolutionalfilter with a size 1*1,3*3,5*5. The relevant
maxpooling between a block .GoogleNet is reduce the
number of parameter that does not affect any
convolutionallayer . In pruned cascade neural network
algorithm to reduce the size of parameter and attain the
accuracy of 0.9% in image classification shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3Performance of accuracy in GoogleNet and VGG.
V.

V.CONCLUSION

In this work , we proposed pruned cascade learning based
on deep convolutional neural network for image
classification on CIFAR-100 data set . GoogleNet
architecture are developed by convolutional layer with max
pool layer in depth concatenate and final layer called dense
layer or fully connected layer with softmax to display
classification output.GoogleNet consume more memory
than deep learning model.The deep convolutional layer is to
decrease vanishing gradient problem ,reduce the time
complexity, space complexity to compare the cascade
learning in VGG .
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